Abstract. We show that the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus 2 two-bridge knot K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is an L-space and its fundamental group is not left-orderable. Therefore the family of 3-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus 2 two-bridge knot K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] verifies the L-space conjecture. We also show that if K [2k,−2l] is a 2-bridge knot with k ≥ 2, l > 0, then the fundamental group of the 5-fold cyclic branched cover of K [2k,−2l] is not left-orderable, which will complete the proof that the fundamental group of the 5-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus one two-bridge knot is not left-orderable.
Introduction
In this paper we study the L-space conjecture for the cyclic branched covers of low genus two-bridge knots.
A closed, connected 3-manifold M is an L-space if it is a rational homolgy sphere with the property that rk HF (M ) = ord(H 1 (M, Z)) ( [OSz] , [OSz06] ).
A group G is called left-orderable if there exists a strict total ordering <, of G such that g < h implies f g < f h for all f , g, h ∈ G. By convention the trivial group is not left-orderable.
A closed, connected, orientable 3-manifold M is called a total L-space if it is an L-space whose fundamental group is not left-orderable. If K is a genus one, alternating knot, then K is either a genus one two bridge knot or, up to mirroring, a pretzel knot P (2n + 1, 2m + 1, 2p + 1) with m, n, p positive integers ( [BZ] , Lemma 3. 1) . In the case where K is a genus one two bridge knot, much work has been done to study the left-orderability of the fundamental groups of its cyclic branched covers π 1 (Σ n (K)). In this direction, the fundamental group of the 2-fold branched cover of K [2k,−2l] is not left-orderable for k > 0 and l > 0, because Σ 2 (K [2k,−2l] ) is a lens space, and in [DPT] it is shown that the fundamental group of the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of K [2k,−2l] is not left-orderable for k > 0 and l > 0. Gordon and Lidman [GL] showed that the fundamental group of the 4-fold cyclic branched cover of K [2k,−2l] is not left-orderable for k > 0 and l > 0. But this is false for n sufficiently large by [Hu] and [Tra] .
The knot 5 1 corresponds to the two-bridge knot K [−2,2,−2,2] . Since the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of 5 1 is the Poincaré homology sphere, it is a total L-space. Therefore we can ask the following question: Is the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of the knots K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] a total Lspace? In this paper we answer this question positively. Theorem 1.2. The 3-fold cyclic branched cover of K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is a total L-space, where q, s, t and l ∈ Z \ {0}. Theorem 1.3. For k ≥ 2, l > 0, the fundamental group of the 5-fold cyclic branched cover of K [2k,−2l] is not left-orderable. Theorem 1.3 combines with Theorem 2 in [DPT] and the result of Mitsunori Hori see [Te] , to imply the following corollary. Corollary 1.4. The 5-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus one two-bridge knot is a total L-space.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section we introduce some background material and notations. In section 3 we proof Theorem 1.3. In section 4, we prove that the fundamental group of the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus 2 two-bridge knot is not left-orderable. Finaly, in section 5 we prove that the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus 2 two-bridge knot is an L-space, thus completing the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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Background notions, terminology, and notation
In this section we define some basic notions which will be useful in this paper.
Let K be an oriented knot in S 3 . Let M K be the exterior of K and S be a Seifert surface for K. Isotope S so that S ∩ ∂M K is a longitude of K and let F = S ∩ M K . Let C be a tubular neighborhood of F in M K . Then C is homeomorphic to F ×[ −1, 1] . Let Y := M K −int (C) . The boundary of Y has two copies F − ∼ = F ×{−1} and F + ∼ = F ×{1}. We have a triple (Y, F + , F − ). Consider n-copies of this, denoted by (Y i , F There is a regular covering map g : Y n −→ M K and its group of deck transformations is isomorphic to Z n . The manifold Y n is called the n-fold cyclic cover of M K and its fundamental group isomorphic to Ker(π 1 (M K ) −→ Z n ). To construct the n-fold cyclic branched cover Σ n (K), we have to glue a solid torus V ∼ = D 2 × S 1 to Y n by identifying the meridian ∂D 2 × {1} of V with the preimage of the meridian µ of ∂M K under g : Y n −→ M K . The manifold Σ n (K) is a closed oriented 3-manifold.
For the construction of the n-fold cyclic branched cover of an oriented link L see [BBG] . Definition 2.1. Let L be a link and D a link diagram of L. Checkerboard color the regions of the complement of the diagram in R 2 . Assume that the unbounded region X 0 is colored white. The other white regions will be called by X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n . To any crossing p of L we associate the number χ(p) which is +1 or -1 according to the convention in the Figure 1 . Let H = (h ij ) i,j=0,1,··· ,n , where
, if i = j and the summation extends over all crossings which connect X i and X j
The matrix H is called the unreduced Goeritz matrix of D. The Goeritz matrix G of D is obtained from H by removing the first row and the first column of H.
Recall that the determinant of a link L is the order of the first homology of its 2-fold branched cover. Theorem 2.2. Let L be a non-split link. The determinant of L is given by the absolute value of the determinant of Figure 2 . The resolutions L ∞ and L 0 respectively. Definition 2.3. The set Q of quasi-alternating links is the smallest set of links which satisfies the following properties:
(1) the unknot is in Q,
the set Q is closed under the following operation. Suppose L is any link which admits a projection with a crossing with the following properties:
Let L be a link, L 0 and L ∞ be the links obtained by applying the resolutions as in Figure 2 such that det
3. Left-orderability and genus one two-bridge knots
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3. The following Lemma will be important in the proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a left-orderable group which acts by order-preserving automorphisms on a totally ordered set (X, < X ). Then for each a ∈ X, there exists a left-order < on G such that the stabilizer of a, Stab G (a) is <-convex. The order < is defined by:
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Routine.
) −1 and i ∈ Z/n. Replacing k and l by k − 1, l − 1 respectively, we get for each i ∈ Z/n
Since there is an automorphism of G given by sending x i to x i+1 , for each i ∈ Z/n and K [2k,−2l] is nontrivial no x i is trivial. Set x = x 1 , y = x 2 , z = x 3 , t = x 4 , w = x 5 . We have
We prove Theorem 1.3 by contradiction. Let < be a left-order on G. Without loss of generality x > 1. Here is the list of possible signs for y, z, t, w.
We can immediately rule out eleven of these possibilities,
Possibility
Ruled Table 1 The cases which are left to check are (3), (4), (7), (8) and (10).
The automorphism φ of G which sends (x, y, z, t, w) to (w, x, y, z, t) acts on LO(G). Using φ the reader will verify that up to replacing an order by its opposite, an order of the form (3), (4), (7), (8) and (10) exists if and only if one of type x > 1, y > 1, z < 1, t < 1, w < 1 exists. Assume that < satisfies these inequalities.
Proof. Since z < 1 then z −1 > 1. By relation r 1 , since y > 1, we have that
Since w −1 > 1, and x > 1 then x k y −k < 1.
Lemma 3.4. wx > 1 and yz > 1.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that wx < 1, then x < w −1 ≤ w −k , which implies that
which implies
Since w −1 > 1, and x > 1 then y −k x k < 1, which implies x −k y k > 1 this is a contradiction to Lemma 3.3.
Let show now that yz > 1. By contradiction assume yz < 1 then z −1 y −1 > 1. By relation
By Lemma 3.3 we obtain x k y −k < 1, which implies y −k < x −k , by multiplying in both side by (
which is a contradiction since the terms on the left-hand side are positive. Thus yz > 1.
Lemma 3.5.
Since y −1 < 1 and z < 1, then
Now it left to show that t k−1 > w k > t k . By
, and by relation
Lemma 3.6. t −1 > w −k+1 x k and w −k < t −k .
Proof. The equation
we obtain
Since z −k t k < 1 by Lemma 3.5, and x −k w k < 1 because x −1 < 1 and w < 1, then
Now, let show that w −k < t −k . The equation
Now, w −k x k > 1, and by Lemma 3.3 y −k x k > 1. Therefore
Multiplying both sides of x k > w −1 by w −k+1 we have w −k+1 x k > w −k+1 w −1 = w −k , and since
Remark 3.7. Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 hold for all lo's for which 1 < x, 1 < y, z < 1, t < 1, w < 1. In particular, they will apply to < c in the Proof of Teorem 1.3.
Since G is a countable left-orderable group, it can be seen as a subgroup of Homeo + (R) and it will act effectively on R by order preserving homeomorphisms without global fixed points.
Lemma 3.8. Let a be a fixed point for x. Then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < a are t < a 1, w < a 1, 1 < a x, 1 < a y, 1 < a z.
Proof. Since x > 1 and x(a) = a, we have 1 < a x. Therefore as in the analysis of (1) through (16) above, one can see that the cases which are left to check are
For (1), let < =< op a , using Lemma 3.5 and replacing x by y, y by z, z by t, t by w and w by x, we have w k < x k < w k−1 . Therefore w k−1 < a x k < a w k , which implies w(a) = a, which is impossible because w −1 (a) = a and w −1 > 1 implies that 1 < a w −1 , which is a contradiction to the fact that 1 < a w. Therefore case (1) is not possible.
For (2), using Lemma 3.3 and replacing x by w, y by x, z by y, t by z and w by t, we have
Hence w(a) = a and by the same argument as for (1) we get a contradiction. Therefore case (2) is not possible.
For (3), let < =< op a , using Lemma 3.5 and replacing x by z, y by t, z by w, t by x and w by y, we have x k < w k , hence w k < a x k and w k (a) ≤ a, and since 1 < a w then w(a) = a and by the same argument as for (1) we get a contradiction. Therefore case (3) is not possible.
This two inequalities imply that y(a) = a. Therefore, by relation
Hence w −k (a) = a, and w(a) = a. A similar argument using relation r 4 shows that t(a) = a. Since xyztw = 1,
Thus a is fixed by G, which contradicts our assumptions. Therefore case (4) is not possible.
Lemma 3.9. Let b be a fixed point for y. Then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to
Proof. Since y > 1 and y(b) = b, we have 1 < b y. Therefore as in the analysis of (1) through (16) above, by replacing x by y, y by z, z by t, t by w, w by x and < by < b , one can see that the cases which are left to check are
For (1), let < =< op b , using Lemma 3.5 and replacing x by t, y by w, z by x, t by y and w by z, we have
, which is a contradiction to the fact that 1 < b z. Therefore case (1) is not possible.
For (2), using Lemma 3.3 and replacing x by y, y by z, z by t, t by w and w by x, we have
and by the same argument as for (1) we get a contradiction. Therefore case (2) is not possible.
For (3), let < =< op b , using Lemma 3.5 and replacing x by z, y by t, z by w, t by x and w by y, we have
, which is a contradiction to the fact that 1 < b w. Therefore case (3) is not possible.
. This two inequalities imply that x(b) = b. Therefore, by relation
A similar argument using relation r 4 shows that
Thus b is fixed by G, which contradicts our assumptions. Therefore case (4) is not possible.
Lemma 3.10. Let c be a fixed point for z. Then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < c are 1 < c x, 1 < c y, z < c 1, t < c 1, w < c 1.
Proof. Since z < 1 and z(c) = c, we have z < c 1. Let < =< op c , then 1 < z. Therefore as in the analysis of (1) through (16) above, by replacing x by z, y by t, z by w, t by x, w by y and < by < , one can see that the cases which are left to check are
For (1), let < =< op c , using Lemma 3.3 and replacing x by z, y by t, z by w, t by x and w by y, we have
, which implies t(c) = c, using equation r 2 we have that y(c) = c and using equation r 1 that x(c) = c, and therefore by equation r 5 , we have that w(c) = c, which is impossible because w −1 (c) = c and w −1 > 1 implies that 1 < c w −1 , which is a contradiction to the fact that 1 < c w. Therefore case (1) is not possible.
For (2), using Lemma 3.5 and replacing x by t, y by w, z by x, t by y and w by z we have y k < c z k < c y k−1 , which implies y(c) = c. This is impossible because y(c) = c and y > 1 implies that 1 < c y, which is a contradiction to the fact that y < c 1. Therefore case (2) is not possible.
For (3), using Lemma 3.5 and replacing x by w, y by x, z by y, t by z and w by t, we have z k < c t k < c z k−1 , which implies t(c) = c, using equation r 2 we have that y(c) = c, which is impossible because y(c) = c and y > 1 implies that 1 < c y, which is a contradiction to the fact that y < c 1. Therefore case (3) is not possible.
For (5), let < =< op c , using Lemma 3.3, and replacing x by y, y by z, z by t, t by w and w by x, we have z k < y k , z −k < y −k . Therefore y k < c z k , y −k < c z −k , which implies y(c) = c. This is impossible because y(c) = c and y > 1 implies that 1 < c y, which contradicts the fact that y < c 1. Therefore case (5) is not possible.
Lemma 3.11. Let d be a fixed point for t. Then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to
Proof. Similar proof as for Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.12. Let e be a fixed point for w. Then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < e are 1 < e z, 1 < e t, w < e 1, x < e 1, y < e 1.
Summarizing Lemmas 3.8 through 3.12, we have Remark 3.13.
(1) If e is a fixed point for w, then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < e are 1 < e z, 1 < e t, w < e 1, x < e 1, y < e 1. Therefore x, y, z, t will also have fixed points (different to e).
(2) If d is a fixed point for t, then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to
(3) If b is a fixed point for y, then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < b are
(4) If a is a fixed point for x, then the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < a are t < a 1, w < a 1, 1 < a x, 1 < a y, 1 < a z. Therefore z also has a fixed point (different to a).
Lemma 3.14. z has a fixed point.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that z is fixed point free. Then by the previous remark, x, y, t, w are also fixed point free. Therefore, for any a ∈ R the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < a are 1 < a x, 1 < a y, z < a 1, t < a 1, w < a 1. Then by Lemma 3.3,
Since a ∈ R was arbitrary, the last two inequalities are true for any a ∈ R.
Therefore x k = y k . We obtain a contradiction from the equation
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The equation
Since t k z −k < 1 by Lemma 3.5, t k w −k < 1 by Lemma 3.6, and
By Lemma 3.14 z has a fixed point, call it c. By Lemma 3.10, the only possible signs for x, y, z, t, w with respect to < c are 1
Hence t −k+1 (c) = c, which implies t(c) = c, and this is impossible by Lemma 3.11.
Left-orderability and genus 2 two-bridge knots
In this section we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The fundamental group of the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is not left-orderable where q, s, t and l ∈ Z \ {0}.
Mulazzani and Vesnin ( [MV] , Theorem 8) proved that the generalized periodic Takahashi manifold T n,m (
) is the n-fold cyclic branched covering of the two-bridge knot corresponding to the Conway parameters [−2a
For m = 2 we have the family of genus 2 two-bridge knots K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] . In order to show that the fundamental group of the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus 2 two-bridge knot K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is not left-orderable we have to consider all cases for the signs of q, s, t and l. We have sixteen cases to consider, but since the mirror image of the knot K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is the knot K [2q,−2s,2t,−2l] we need only deal with eight of them:
(1) q > 0, s > 0, t > 0 and l > 0; (2) q > 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (3) q < 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (4) q < 0, s < 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (5) q < 0, s > 0, t > 0 and l > 0; (6) q < 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l < 0; (7) q > 0, s < 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (8) q > 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l < 0.
By Mulazzani and Vesnin ([MV] , Theorem 10), the fundamental group of the n-fold cyclic branched cover of K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is
Since there is an automorphism of G given by sending x k to x k+1 , for each k ∈ Z/n and K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is nontrivial no x k is trivial.
For n = 3, let x = x 1 , y = x 2 and z = x 3 , we have
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Considering the product r 3 r 2 r 1 we have,
We prove Theorem 4.1 by contradiction. Let < be a left-order on G. Without loss of generality x > 1. Here is the list of possible signs for y, z.
We can immediately rule out (1) because zyx = 1. The cases which are left to check are (2), (3), (4).
The automorphism φ of G which sends (x, y, z) to (z, x, y) acts on LO(G). Using φ the reader will verify that up to replacing an order by its opposite, an order of the form (2), (3), (4), exists if and only if one of type x > 1, y < 1, z < 1 exists. Assume that < satisfies these inequalities.
Considering the product r 3 r 2 r 1 we have, ZY X = 1 and r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 become,
This is the same as,
We have eight cases:
Since y < 1, z < 1 and
We discuss the signs of Y and Z. We have three subcases
Since X < 1, y < 1, z < 1 and
We have also that,
Since Z −1 < 1, z q y −q < 1, z < 1 and x −1 < 1 then y q z −q Z −t < 1. Therefore Y t y q z −q Z −t < 1, and we have a contradiction by the relation r 3 . (2) If Z < 1 then since ZY X = 1 and
We have
(4.0.3)
Since Y −1 < 1 and y q z −q < 1 then z q y −q Y −t < 1. Therefore Z t z q y −q Y −t < 1 and Z t z q y −q Y −t+1 < 1 for t > 1. For t = 1, the relation r 2 become
and we have
Therefore by relation r 2 and r 2 we have a contradiction.
(3) The only subcase which is left to check is if Y > 1 and Z > 1. In this subcase we have two subsubcases
• If z q y −q > 1 then by the last part of subcase (2) we have Y t y q x −q X −t > 1, Y t y q x −q X −t+1 > 1 and by the first part of subcase (1) we have that X t x q z −q Z −t < 1 which implies Z t z q x −q X −t = (X t x q z −q Z −t ) −1 > 1. This gives a contradiction by the relation r 1 .
• If z q y −q < 1 then y q z −q > 1. We have
(4.0.5)
We have also by the first part of subcase (1) we have that
This will gives a contradiction by the relations r 1 and r 1 .
Second case: q > 0, s > 0, t < 0, l > 0.
Since y < 1, z < 1 and x −1 < 1 then X < 1.
Similarly as the first case we have three subcases:
(1) If Y < 1, then since ZY X = 1 and
we have a contradiction. (2) If Z < 1 then since ZY X = 1 and
we have a contradiction. (3) The only subcase which is left to check is if Y > 1 and Z > 1. In this subcase the relation
gives a contradiction.
Third case: q < 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l > 0.
(1) If Y > 1, then since ZY X = 1 and X > 1 then Z < 1. Since Y = (z q y −q ) s y(x q y −q ) s then z q y −q > 1 which implies that y q z −q < 1. Therefore by the relation
we have a contradiction. (2) If Z > 1, then since ZY X = 1 and X > 1 then Y < 1. Since Z = (x q z −q ) s z(y q z −q ) s then y q z −q > 1 which implies that z q y −q < 1. Therefore we have a contradiction by the relation
The only subcase which is left to check is if Y < 1 and Z < 1. In this subcase the relation
Fourth case: q < 0, s < 0, t < 0 and l > 0.
We have X = (
(4.0. 6) We have also that
(4.0.7) Therefore x q z −q Z −t > 1, and
Therefore by r 3 we have a contradiction. (2) If Z < 1 then since ZY X = 1 and X < 1 then Y > 1. Since
We have,
We have also that
Thus X t x q y −q Y −t > 1. Therefore by r 2 we have a contradiction. (3) The only subcase which is left to show is if Y > 1 and Z > 1. We have two subsubcases
• If z q y −q > 1 then by subcase (2) Y t y q x −q X −t = (X t x q y −q Y −t ) −1 < 1 and by subcase (1) Z t z q x −q X −t = (X t x q z −q Z −t ) −1 < 1. Therefore we have a contradiction by r 1 .
• If z q y −q < 1 then by subcase (2) we have Y t y q x −q X −t = (X t x q y −q Y −t ) −1 < 1 and we have Z t z q x −q X −t = Z t z q y −q yqx −q X −t and by subcase (2) yqx −q X −t < 1, so Z t z q x −q X −t = Z t z q y −q yqx −q X −t < 1. Therefore we have a contradiction by r 1 .
Fith case: If q < 0, s > 0, t > 0 and l > 0.
(1) If Y > 1 then since ZY X = 1 and X > 1 then Z < 1. Since Y = (z q y −q ) s y(x q y −q ) s > 1, so z q y −q > 1. we have,
Therefore X t x q z −q Z −t > 1 and X t x q z −q Z −t+1 > 1. We have also that,
Hence y q z −q Z −t > 1 and Y t y q z −q Z −t > 1, so we have a contradiction by r 3 . (2) If Z > 1 then since ZY X = 1 and X > 1 then Y < 1. Since Z = (
Therefore Y t y q z −q Z −t < 1, so Z t z q y −q Y −t > 1 and Z t z q y −q Y −t+1 > 1 for t > 1. For t = 1, the relation r 2 become
Hence Y t y q x −q X −t < 1 and X t x q y −q Y −t > 1, so we have a contradiction by r 2 and r 2 . (3) The only subcase which is left to show is when Y < 1 and Z < 1. We have two subsubcases • If z q y −q > 1 then by subcase (1) Z t z q x −q X −t < 1. We have,
Hence we have a contradiction by r 1 if t > 1. If t = 1 use a similar argument as the previous case to conclude.
• If z q y −q < 1 then y q z −q > 1. We have Y t y q x −q X −t < 1 and Y t y q x −q X −t+1 < 1 by subcase (2) . We also have Z t z q x −q X −t < 1 by subcase (1). Therefore we have a contradiction by r 1 .
Sixth case: q < 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l < 0.
We have X = (y q x −q ) s x(z q x −q ) s > 1. Similarly as the first case we have three subcases:
The only subcase which is left to show is when Y < 1 and Z < 1 and in this subcase we have a contradiction by the following:
Seventh case: q > 0, s < 0, t < 0 and l > 0.
We also have,
Therefore X t x q y −q Y −t < 1, and we have a contradiction by r 2 . (3) The only subcase which is left to show is when Y < 1 and Z < 1 and in this subcase we have two subsubcases:
• If z q y −q > 1 then by subcase (2) we have X t x q y −q < 1, so y q x −q X −t > 1. Therefore we have a contradiction by the following:
We have also by subcase (2) X t x q y −q Y −t < 1, so Y t y q x −q X −t > 1, and we have a contradiction by r 1 .
Eighth case: q > 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l < 0.
We have a contradiction by the following:
The only subcase which is left to check is if Y > 1 and Z > 1. In this subcase we have a contradiction by the following:
This complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark 4.2.
(1) Since the knot 5 1 corresponds to the two-bridge knot K [−2,2,−2,2] and, by Gordon and Lidman [GL] , the fundamental group of the n-fold cyclic branched cover of 5 1 is left-orderable for n ≥ 4, then another question we can also ask is the following: Is the fundamental group of the n-fold cyclic branched cover of K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] left-orderable for n ≥ 4? (2) In general, it is not true that for every 2-bridge knot K the fundamental group of the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of K is not left-orderable, as an example we have the 2-bridge knot K [6,−3] which can also be written as the genus three 2-bridge knot
By [GL] this knot has left-orderable fundamental group. The proof come from the fact that π 1 (Σ 3 (K [6,−3] )) has a nontrivial representation into P SL(2, R). Since Σ 3 (K [6,−3] ) is an integer homology sphere, this representation lifts to a nontrivial representation into SL(2, R). Since SL(2, R) is left-orderable then π 1 (Σ 3 (K [6,−3] )) is also left-orderable.
L-spaces and genus 2 two-bridge knots
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 by proving the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The 3-fold cyclic branched cover of K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is an L-space, where q, s, t and l ∈ Z \ {0}.
In order to show that the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of any genus 2 two-bridge knot K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is an L-space we have to consider all cases for the signs of q, s, t and l. We have sixteen such cases, but since the mirror image of K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is K [2q,−2s,2t,−2l] we need only deal with eight of them:
(1) q > 0, s > 0, t > 0 and l > 0; (2) q < 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (3) q > 0, s < 0, t > 0 and l > 0; (4) q < 0, s < 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (5) q > 0, s > 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (6) q > 0, s < 0, t < 0 and l < 0; (7) q > 0, s < 0, t < 0 and l > 0; (8) q < 0, s < 0, t > 0 and l > 0.
By A(t; * , * , * ) we mean the link A pictured in Figure 3 . Let γ ∈ {∞, 0}. By A(t; γ, * , * ) we mean the link A with the resolution γ (cf. Figure 2) at the leftmost t half twists (see Figures 5  and 6 for the case t > 1). By A(t; * , γ, * ) we mean the link A with the resolution γ at the t half twists on the middle (see Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 for the case t > 1) and by A(t; * , * , γ) we mean the link A with the resolution γ at the t half twists on the right (see Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 for the case t > 1). Similar notation will be used also for L(l; * , * , * ) (cf. Figure 17 ). The proof of Theorem 5.1 will be split into two parts. First, we will study the link A(t; * , * , * ).
That is, we study when it is quasi-alternating or when Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) is an L-space. Second, we use the link A(t; * , * , * ) to show that Σ 2 (L(l; * , * , * )) is an L-space. The Goeritz matrix of A(t; * , * , * ) is Table 2 Lemma 5.2. The links A(t = 1; ∞, * , * ), A(t = 1; 0, ∞, * ) and A(t = 1; 0, 0, * ) are quasialternating for s > 1. Therefore, A(t = 1; 0, * , * ) and A(t = 1; * , * , * ) are also quasi-alternating for s > 1.
The link
Proof. The fact that the links A(t = 1; ∞, * , * ), A(t = 1; 0, ∞, * ) and A(t = 1; 0, 0, * ) are quasialternating for s > 1 was shown by Peters [P] . Since det A(t = 1; 0, * , * ) = det A(t = 1; 0, ∞, * ) + det A(t = 1; 0, 0, * ) and det A(t = 1; * , * , * ) = det A(t = 1; 0, * , * ) + det A(t = 1; ∞, * , * ) for s > 1 by Table 2 , then A(t = 1; 0, * , * ) and A(t = 1; * , * , * ) are quasi-alternating for s > 1.
We have the following table which gives the determinant of the corresponding link.
Link Determinant (t > 1) A(t; * , * , * ) 3(−t − q + 3qst) 2 A(t; 0, * , * ) 2(−t − q + 3qst)(−1 + 3qs) A(t; ∞, * , * ) (4) Replacing t by t − 1 in Figure 6 and considering Figure 13 , one can see that A(t; 0, ∞, ∞) = A(t − 1; 0, * , * ).
(5) Figure 9 does not depends on t.
(6) This comes from direct computation of the links.
Lemma 5.4.
(1) det A(t; * , * , * ) = det A(t; 0, * , * ) + det A(t; ∞, * , * )
Proof. Table 3 .
Claim 5.5. The link A(t; * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating for s > 1.
Proof. We have shown that the link A(t = 1; * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating for s > 1. By induction assume t > 1 and that the link A(t−1; * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating. We will show that A(t; * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating.
Since A(t; ∞, ∞, ∞) = A(t − 1; * , * , * ) and A(t; 0, ∞, ∞) = A(t − 1; 0, * , * ) are quasi-alternating by induction hypothesis, then A(t; ∞, ∞, * ) is also quasi-alternating by Lemma 5.4. Since A(t; 0, 0, * ) = A(t = 1; , 0, 0, * ) and A(t = 1; , 0, 0, * ) is quasi-alternating then also A(t; 0, 0, * ), and since A(t; 0, 0, * ) = A(t; ∞, 0, 0) = A(t; 0, ∞, 0) and A(t; ∞, 0, ∞) = A(t; ∞, ∞, 0) = A(t; 0, ∞, ∞) by Lemma 5.3, then A(t; 0, ∞, * ) and A(t; ∞, 0, * ) are quasi-alternating by Lemma 5.4. Therefore, A(t; 0, * , * ) and A(t; ∞, * , * ) are also quasi-alternating by Lemma 5.4. Finaly the link A(t; * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating by Lemma 5.4. This completes the proof that A(t; * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating for s > 1.
Claim 5.6. Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) is an L-space for s = 1. In particular Σ 2 (A(t; ∞, ∞, * )) is an L-space for s = 1 and t > 1.
Proof. We have two cases
(1) Assume first that t = q. We have that if q = s = t = 1 then A( * , * , * ) = T (3, 4) and A(0, * , * ) = P (2, −3, −2) by Lemma 5.3, and Σ 2 (T (3, 4)) and Σ 2 (P (2, −3, −2)) are Lspaces. By induction on t, assume t > 1 and Σ 2 (A(t − 1; * , * , * )) and Σ 2 (A(t − 1; 0, * , * )) are L-spaces. We will show that Σ 2 (A(t; 0, * , * )) and Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) are L-spaces.
Since A(t; ∞, ∞, ∞) = A(t − 1; * , * , * ) and A(t; 0, ∞, ∞) = A(t − 1; 0, * , * ) then Σ 2 (A(t; ∞, ∞, ∞)) and Σ 2 (A(t; 0, ∞, ∞)) are L-spaces by induction hypothesis. Therefore, Σ 2 (A(t; ∞, ∞, * )) is an L-space by Lemma 5.4 ( [OSz] ). Since A(t; 0, 0, * ) = A(t = 1; , 0, 0, * ) and Σ 2 (A(t = 1; , 0, 0, * )) is an L-space, then Σ 2 (A(t; 0, 0, * )) is also an Lspace. Since A(t; 0, 0, * ) = A(t; ∞, 0, 0) = A(t; 0, ∞, 0) and A(t; ∞, 0, ∞) = A(t; ∞, ∞, 0) = A(t; 0, ∞, ∞) by Lemma 5.3, then Σ 2 (A(t; 0, ∞, * )) and Σ 2 (A(t; ∞, 0, * )) are L-space by Lemma 5.4. Therefore, Σ 2 ((A(t; 0, * , * )) and Σ 2 (A(t; ∞, * , * )) are also L-spaces. Finaly Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) is an L-space by Lemma 5.4 for t = q. (2) Fix q and assume t ≥ q. In case (1), we have shown that if t = q, then Σ 2 ((A(t; 0, * , * )) and Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) are also L-spaces. By induction on t, assume t > q and Σ 2 (A(t − 1; * , * , * )) and Σ 2 (A(t − 1; 0, * , * )) are L-spaces. We will show that Σ 2 (A(t; 0, * , * )) and Since q was arbitrary, then this is true for any t and q such that t ≥ q. Since t and q are symmetric for A, then Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) is an L-space for s = 1.
2) If q > 0, s < 0, t > 0 or q < 0, s > 0, t < 0 then the link A(t; * , * , * ) is alternating and therefore quasi-alternating.
3) If q < 0, s > 0, t > 0 a similar argument as that of case 1) shows when A(t; * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating or when Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) is an L-space. 4) If q < 0, s < 0, t < 0, then the link A(t; * , * , * ) is the mirror image of the link A(t; * , * , * ) when q > 0, s > 0, t > 0, so a similar argument as that of case 1) shows when it is quasi-alternating or when Σ 2 (A(t; * , * , * )) is an L-space. Theorem 5.7. (Theorem 3 in [MV] ) The 3-fold cyclic branched cover of K [−2q,2s,−2t,2l] is the 2-fold branched cover of the link L(l; * , * , * ).
To prove Theorem 5.1 we have eight cases:
(1) If q > 0, s > 0, t > 0, l > 0. We have the following table which gives the determinant of the corresponding link.
Link Determinant (t > 1) B( * , * , * )
(1 − 3q − 3qs − 3t + 9qst) 2 B(0, * , * )
2(−q − t + 3qst)(1 − 3q − 3qs − 3t + 9qst) B(∞, * , * )
(1 − 3q − 3qs − 3t + 9qst)(1 − q − 3qs − t + 3qst) B(0, ∞, * ) (−q − t + 3qst)(2 − 3q − 3t − 6qs + 9qst) B(0, 0, * ) 3(−q − t + 3qst) 2 Table 4 Lemma 5.8. We have the following: Therefore, by definition of B(0, 0, * ), B(∞, * , * ) and B(0, ∞, * ), the lemma follows by applying the resolution at the right places.
Lemma 5.9. The Link B( * , * , * ) is quasi-alternating for s > 1, t > 1. (1 − 3ql − 3qs − 3lt + 9lqst) 2 L(l; 0, * , * ) 2(−t − q + 3qst)(1 − 3lq − 3qs − 3lt + 9lqst) L(l; ∞, * , * ) (1 − 3lq − 3qs − 3lt + 9lqst)(1 + 2q − 3lq − 3qs + 2t − 3lt − 6qst + 9lqst) L(l; 0, ∞, * ) (−q − t + 3qst)(2 + 3q − 6lq − 6qs + 3t − 6lt − 9qst + 18lqst) L(l; ∞, 0, * ) (−q − t + 3qst)(2 + 3q − 6lq − 6qs + 3t − 6lt − 9qst + 18lqst) L(l; 0, 0, * ) 3(−q − t + 3qst) 2 L(l; ∞, ∞, * ) (1 + 3q − 3lq − 3qs + 3t − 3lt − 9qst + 9lqst)(1 + q − 3lq − 3qs + t − 3lt − 3qst + 9lqst) L(l; ∞, ∞, ∞)
(1 + 3q − 3lq − 3qs + 3t − 3lt − 9qst + 9lqst) 2 L(l; 0, ∞, ∞) 2(−q − t + 3qst)(1 + 3q − 3lq − 3qs + 3t − 3lt − 9qst + 9lqst) Table 5 Lemma 5.11. 
